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LEAD Receives ComponentSource Publisher and Best Selling Product Awards

Charlotte, NC (March 29, 2010) - LEAD Technologies wins several awards for bestselling publisher and
bestselling product from the world’s largest marketplace and community for software components and
development tools, ComponentSource.
LEAD Technologies receives the overall ComponentSource Top 25 Bestselling Publisher Award for 20092010. Additionally, LEAD Technologies receives the ComponentSource Top 10 Bestselling Publisher Award
in Japan 2009-2010. LEAD Technologies is ranked 8th of all publisher sales by ComponentSource in Japan.
The LEADTOOLS Medical Imaging, LEADTOOLS Document Imaging, LEADTOOLS Imaging Pro, and
LEADTOOLS Multimedia SDKs each receive an overall ComponentSource Top 100 Bestselling Product
Award for 2009-2010. Both the LEADTOOLS Multimedia SDK and the LEADTOOLS Medical Imaging SDK
receives ComponentSource’s Top 50 Bestselling Product in Japan award.
“These awards are based on real orders placed with us by customers, they represent the true global
commercial software component and development tool marketplace survey for 2009-2010.” added Sam
Patterson, CEO of ComponentSource, “We continued to receive feedback from our customers that the
ComponentSource Bestselling Product and Publisher Awards help them further understand how the
components and tools that they are evaluating or purchasing are valued and purchased by their peers.”
See the Full Top 100 Publisher Award List:
http://www.componentsource.com/services/publisher/awards-2009-2010-publisher.html
See the Full Top 100 Product Award List:
http://www.componentsource.com/services/publisher/awards-2009-2010-product.html
See the ComponentSource Awards in Japan here:
http://www.componentsource.co.jp/services/publisher/awards-2009-2010-product.html
About LEAD Technologies, Inc
Founded in 1990, LEAD grew out of years of research headed by Moe Daher to find a comprehensive
compression standard for digital images. LEAD is now the world-leading supplier of imaging development
toolkits, providing technology of the future, today. LEAD brings to the market the most innovative and
technically superior products that provide the greatest possible value for its customers. LEAD’s award
winning imaging technology is chosen by Microsoft, Hewlett Packard, Intel, Boeing, Xerox and thousands
of other companies for use in their high volume applications and internal systems.
About ComponentSource
Established in 1995, to ensure Software Developers were supplied with the best software development
products the world had to offer. ComponentSource® is the world's largest marketplace and community for
reusable software components and development tools. Headquartered in Atlanta, GA with offices in the
USA, UK and Japan ComponentSource® supports over 115,000+ Customers, from 175 Countries. For
more information, please visit http://www.componentsource.com or http://www.componentsource.co.jp.
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